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ABSTRACT
This document is a composite of roadmap assumptions developed for
the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) by the U.S. Department
of Energy Idaho Field Office and subcontractor personnel as a key element
in the implementation of the Roadmap Methodology for the INEL Site. The
development and identification of these assumptions in an important factor
in planning basis development and establishes the planning baseline for ali
subsequent roadmap analysis at the INEL.
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Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
Installation Roadmap Assumptions Document
1. INTRODUCTION
Roadmapping is a process developed by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Office of
Environmental Restoration and Waste Management (EM) to show issue-based planning activities
necessary for achieving final waste disposal, completing site remediation, and bringing waste
operations into compliance. Roadmaps are developed at the installation level by following a
systematic planning process that largely focuses on issue identification, root-cause analysis, and issue
resolution.
The roadmap methodology includes nine steps that are grouped into three phases:
assessment, analysis, and issue resolution. The assessment phase defines the current status and
background of the installation and is the phase where planning assumptions are identified and
documented.
The assumptions contained in this document are essential for strategic anti tactical planning tct
continue for the INEL Site. These assumptions, in many cases, are used to l'ill a knowledge gap
and give the INEL insight into the vision of the future regarding Site activities. These assumptions
may cover situations over which the INEL and other installations in the DOE Complex have little
control. Establishing these assumptions is helpful in understanding ali of the installation
circumstances in a broad scope and in determining if additional action by the INEL or the U.S.
Department of Energy Headquarters (DOE-HQ) is necessary.
This assumptior,._ document consists of significant information that is needed to plan and
project installation activities. We consider these assumptions to be fairly realistic with regard tc)
timing, known facts, current regulatory requirements, available and planned technology, and our
combined roadmapping experience. Although assumptions are stated as facts, it is important tct
realize that they are in a preliminary state and are considered to be living documentation requiring
periodic review and updates.
These integrated assumptions that follow are compiled from the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratoly Waste Management Operr, tions Roadmap Document (DOE-ID 1992a), the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory Waste Management Operations Land Disposal Restriction Roadmap
Document (DOE-ID 1992b), the Environmental Restoration Roadmap Document (DOE-ID l_)3a),
the Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company (WINCO) High-Level Waste Roadmap (DOE-lD 1993b),
the Waste Management Division Strategic Plan (DOE-ID 1993c), and the Revised Roadmap
Methodology Document (DOE-HQ 1993).
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1.1 Objective
Thc objective of the INEL Installation Roadmap Assumptions Document is to identify and
document in one location the planning basis assumption statements for the existing INEL roadmap
process. This assumptions document will become Section 2 of the combined INEL Installation
Roadmap and begins the Assessment Phase of the Roadmap Methodology, which is a DOE-HQ
deliverable.
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2. INSTALLATION LEVEL ROADMAP ASSUMPTIONS
-

The assumptions in thc following sections establish a frame of rcfcrcncc or phmning basis for
ali subsequent roadmap issues analysis. Background information tbr these assumption statements
was obtained from DOE-HQ, field offices, regulatory agencies, and wastc-handling facilitics.
The assumptions that follow arc installation-level assumptions that impact thc working
environment of the INEL and establish the planning baseline for the INEL Environmental
Restoration and Wastc Managcmcnt program. The assumptions do not include contingencies
uncertainties in the project's technical, cost, or budget baselines.
Thc assumption statements

for

are divided into these live categories:

•

Institutional

•
•
•
•

Regulatory Compliance
Project Management
Wastc Stream Specific (including Land Disposal Restriction)
Environmental Restoration.

2.1 Institutional Environment
This section relates to the various organizations involved in the Environmental Restoration
and Wastc Managcmcnt proccss, for examplc, DOE, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), etc.
2.1.1

Federal Government
A. For lifc-cyclc roadmap logic development, it is assumed that Federal--namely DOE and
EPA--ar,'I State of ldah¢_ environmental policies, statutes, codes, and orders, and thc
Federal F'acility Agrccmcnt and Conscnt Order (FFA/CO) will remain unchanged.

•
•

B. The Fedcral environment, that is, Congress, EPA, U.S. Department
U.S. Nuclear Rcgulatory Commission (NRC), and U.S. Department
national priorities will continue without major changes.

of Transportation,
of Dcfensc, and

C. Compliance with DOE, EPA, and New York Statc Department of Environmental
Compliancc guidance and regulatory requirements will be to the lctter and spirit of the
law.
D. DOE must mcct contractual obligations with the utility industry to begin accepting highlevel nuclear wastc by FY 1998, based on DOE operated monitored retrievable storage
(MRS) availability.
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E. Each DOE installation will develop a roadmap
roadmaps will be integrated into the DOE-HQ
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to show organizational structure,
Institutional Roadmap.

and these

g

2.1.2 INEL Environmental Restoration and Waste Management Baseline
A. The Environmental Restoration and Waste Management (ER&WM) Five-Year
Research and Development Demonstration Testing and Evaluation (RDDT&E)
be integrated into Site roadmaps.
B. RDDT&E
C.

will help resolve issues identified during the roadmapping

Each DOE installation will develop a roadmap to show organizational
roadmaps will be integrated into the institutional roadmap.

D. Options for private-sector
functions.
E.

participation

will be considered

and
plans will

process.
structure.

These

for ali waste management

DOE will develop interstate or regional treatment, storage, and disposal (TSD) systems
for high-level waste (HLW), transuranic (TRU) waste, low-level waste (LLW), hazardous
waste (HW), and mixed waste.

F. Other Federal agencies, the State of Idaho, the State and Tribal Government Working
Group (STGWG), local governments, and the public (key stakeholders) will continue to
provide input to be included in INEL planning.
G. The Management and Operations
academic partnerships.

(M&O) Contractor

will involve local universities in

H. Any reconfiguration of DOE's defense programs will not impact the Waste Management
Division's mission, vision, and objectives.
I.

WIPP will be open to receive TRU waste beginning in 1999.

J.

A national repository will be available to receive shipments of commercial spent nuclear
fuel in 2010 and of defense HLW in 2015.

,,=

K. The Nevada Test Site will be designated as one of the DOE's low-level mixed waste
regional disposal sites by May 1994.
2.1.3 U.S. Department of Energy
A. Source reduction
execution.
May 1993

(waste minimization)

will he a high priority in program
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B. The U.S. Department of Energy will coordinate and negotiate recovery schedules
owned special nuclear materials (SNMs) with the appropriate agencies.

for U.S.

C. DOE and its contractors will develop a methodology for complying with the Price
Anderson Amendments Act of 1988 [10 Code of Federal Regulations (eFR) 810-830].
D. For life-cycle roadmap logic development, it is assumed that remediation waste sampling,
treatment, storage, and disposal technology capability and capacity will be available to
achieve the individual Operable Unit (OU) Record of Decision (ROD) remedial action
cleanups and meet INEL FFA/CO and the Federal Facilities Compliance Act of 1992
(FFC) enforceable deadline schedules.
E. Grants and cooperative agreements will be available to help the State of Idaho and Indian
tribes participate in the development of the Five-Year Plan and Site advisory boards.
F. Ali commitments
closure.

and signed agreements

made to date will be tracked and brough., to

G. The five-year planning process will follow DOE National Security Authorization
in House Bill H-2100, Section 3135.

outlined

H. The five-year planning process will include a description of activities and practices that the
Secretary of Energy is undertaking, or plans to undertake, to minimize waste generation.

"

t

I.

The five-year planning process will be integrated with plans to recover, dispose of, or
reprocess special nuclear material (SNM) as a result of downsizing the superpower
nuclear fc_rces.

J.

The United States will pay legal costs associated with the defense of individuals bel'c_re an
indictment, within Department of Justice guidelines, when it is in the best interest of the
United States government.

2.1.4 Mission Offices
A. The missions of the Environmental Restoration and Waste Management (ER&WM)
programs will remain unchanged from current statements, for example, cradle-to-grave
management of ali waste types.
B. The INEL will continue to manage wastes onsite in accordance with DOE Order 5820.2A,
"Radioactive Waste Management," the FFMCO, FFC, and applicable or relevant and
appropriate requirements (ARARs).
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i

C. The INEL will continue to function as a nuclear engineering
bc on ER&WM.
D. Specific sites will be designated
E.

as regional waste management

Site; however, the focus will

or processing centers.

DOE will assign spccific program senior officials (PSOs) and field offices to develop and
resolve Complex-wide iss:aes such as training, waste stream management, and safety
analysis.

F. This assumptions document

does not include continuity of operations.

2.1.5 Third Parties
A. Third-party involvement will be ensured through the Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) and National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA), and FFC of 1992 processes.
B. The State of Idaho will use DOE grant funding to ensure that oversight and planning
activities are adequate.
C. The roadmap documents will include public involvement

and be provided to the public.

D. DOE will increase efforts to include private industry and universities in Waste
Management activities.
2.1.6 State Government
A. The Environmental Oversight and Monitoring Agreement (EOMA), FFA/CO, and FFC
between the State of Idaho, State of New York, and EPA will remain in effect.
B. The FFA/CO and FFC will not be reinterpreted

with a change in State administrations.

C. Ali radioactive material shipments under the auspices of DOE into or out of the State will
be coordinated with State governments.

May 1993
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Environment

This section refers to the various general, Federal, State, and projected future requirements
that govern the ER&WM program.
.

2.2.1 General Regulations
A. Current policies, laws, and regulations will continue to be obeyed.
B. Legal precedents will not drastically change current agreements.
C. Negotiations between DOE and other Federal and State agencies will continue in good
faith.
D. The draft Resource, Conservation, and Recovery Act (RCRA) Part B permit will be
approved by the State of Idaho and EPA.
E. For life-cycle roadmap logic development, it is assumed the FFA/CO is the primary
external controlling requirement and invokes ali other regulations as applicable or relevant
and appropriate requirements (ARARs).
F. Ali projects will be managed in accordance with DOE Order 4700.1, "Project
Management."
2.2.2 Federal Regulations
A. RCRA reauthorization will occur in 1993 and will require significant reduction in ali solid
waste sources.
B. DOE will provide comments requesting that mixed waste be excluded from the "derived
from mixture" rules listed in RCRA Subtitle C.
.

C. The NEPA process will follow 10 CFR Part 1021, "National Environmental Policy Act
Implementing Procedures."

-

D. NEPA and CERCLA will be integrated so NEPA requirements are satisfied by the
appropriate CERCLA documents.
E. The process of obtaining DOE NEPA approvals will have no impact on FFA/CO
schedules outside of those currently in progress or being resolved (as of June 1992).
W

F. For life-cycle roadmap logic development, it is assumed that an INEL programmatic
ER&WM Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) will be approved in FY 1995.
Draft
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G. A nuclear weapons complex programmatic environmental impact statement
not affect the Environmental Restoration and Waste Management EIS.
H. New regulations will be implemented
DOE and the regulating agencies.

through an implementation

(PEIS) will

plan jointly agreed to by

I.

For life-cycle roadmap logic development, it is assumed that ali DOE orders will be
followed, even though "equivalent" requirements are being met by CERCLA
documentation.

J.

For radioactive material shipments regulated under 49 CFR 171-175, offsite includes
Idaho State Highway 33, Idaho State Highway 22, U.S. Highway 26, and U.S. Highway 20.

K. The INEL will assess the impact of the Clean Air Act with respect to permitting.
L.

DOE Environmental Restoration and Waste Management (EM) will coordinate
transportation and disposal issues with other DOE organizations.

M. Environmental Restoration will complete site remediation
as of 1989 by the year 2019.
N. DOE will continue

to be self-regulating

of contaminated

areas identified

for low-level radioactive waste.

2.2.3 State Regulations
Note: The State of Idaho has validated the assumptions marked with an asterisk [*] and any
changes in these marked assumptions must receive concurrance from the State (D. Humphrey,
Director DEQ, 11/10/92).
*

A.

There will not be any additional compliance agreements
than those resulting from routine inspections.

*

B. State of Idaho independent

*

C. Ali commitments

with the State of Idaho other

oversight will continue.

for the FFA/CO will continue to be met on schedule.

v
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*

D. For life-cycle roadmap logic development, it is assumed that below regulatory concern
(BRC) or de minimis a waste disposal criteria will be established and approved for the
INEL for ali regulated (hazardous and radioactive) wastes.

*

E. The State of Idaho and EPA will provide adequate staffing to conduct timely reviews of
permits and applications. This includes permits to construct (PTCs), prevention of
significant deterioration applications, and FFAJCO documents.

*

F.

•

,

2.2.4

When the State is the primary regulator, State enviro, lmental law will not be more
restrictive than Federal environmental law.

New Requirements

Note: The State of Idaho has validated the assumptions marked with an asterisk [*] and any
changes in these marked assumptions must receive concurrance from the State (D. Humphrey,
Director DEQ, 11/10/92).

v

*

A.

Future onsite audit teams will not generate significant new compliance requirements
DOE-HQ and U.S Department of Energy, Idaho Field Office (DOE-lD) levels.

*

B. Best management practices identified by audit teams will be incorporated
planning and budget cycles.

at

in out-year

a. De minimis is a term used in this document to reflect yet-to-be-determined criteria for radioactive
and/or hazardous waste disposal by less restrictive means. The NRC and EPA may eventually include
de minimis waste disposal ct'itei'ia (numei'ical concentration limits or BRC values) as a part of their
regulations.

_
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2.3 Project Management
2.3.1 Resources
A. Major systems acquisition policies are effective for projects funded in excess of $100
million and require EIS documentation.
B. Activity Data Sheets (ADSs) and backup documentation will support the latest published
versions of roadmap documents.
C. Ali planned work can be accomplished through the available Federal work force.
D. Roadmaps will provide the techl_ical basis for the EM strategic plan.
E. DOE must develop private-sector and international participation in technology
development.
2.3.2 Budget Process
A. To comply with policies, laws, and regulations, the budget will be developed on a phasedin funding profile based on compliance and will be accomplished at three- or five-year
intervals.
B. Disposal initiative
1.

Program specific--programs will budget for ali aspects of characterization,
decontamination and decommissioning (D&D), and final remediation.

2.

Nonprogram specific--Environrnental Restoration will fund life-cycle management
of waste through D&D until remediation is completed. If no decontamination is
required, the landlord will budget restoration through the disposal initiative.

C. The Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between DOE Office of Waste Operations
(EM-30) and DOE Office of Environmental Restoration (EM-40) will be implemented.
D. Resources (human and financial) will be available to accomplish the INEL FFA/CO and
FFC enforceable deadlines.
E. The development of waste minimization strategies will be funded through the appropriate
Program Senior Official (PSO).

_

_

F. Annual funding will be constrained to increases for inflation plus three percent for real
growth.
May 1993
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2.3.3 Project Baseline
.

A. The INEL will use the desired activities diagram in the roadmaps as the strategic plan that
defines activities above baseline operations.

-

B. Where necessary, base operations will be budgeted with escalation plus minimal growth.
C. Only one line item construction project (LICP) new start will occur in a given year.
D. The funding profile for a given year will not fluctuate significantly.
E. Full and separate funding is provided to comply with signed agreements above baseline
budget.
F. There will be no significant change in the level or amount of documentation required
above that defined in the FFA/CO Action Plan.
G. Adequate surge capacity (storage, treatment, and transportation) will be available to
handle waste streams from Environmental Restoration, landlord, D&D, and work for
others activities.
2.3.4 External Support
Note: The State of Idaho has validated the assumptions marked with an asterisk [*] and any
changes in these marked assumptions must receive concurrance from the State (D. Humphrey,
Director DEQ, 11/10/92).
A. The INEL infrastructure will support increased activity caused by ER&WM activities.
B. The National Greater-Than-Class-C (GTCC), LLW, and LLW Technical Support
Programs will be contained in the DOE-HQ roadmap.

.

*

C. Institutional offsite waste will not be accepted for storage.

*

D. The State of Idaho will continue to prohibit TRU waste shipments.
E. A National Geologic Repository will accept fuel without special treatment or
encapsulation if the cladding is intact.
F. Environmental laboratory analytical capability and capacity for waste sample analysis will
be available to accomplish individual OU Sampling and Analysis Plans (SAPs) and meet
INEL FFA/CO enforceable deadline schedules.

Draft
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G. Final Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) waste acceptance
by 2Q 1999.
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criteria (WAC) will be defined

H. The technical work force will be available to support the INEL mission.
I.

Alternatives

to a National Geological

Repository will be pursued.

J.

INEL performance assessment waste limits will be established at the same level as the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) limits contained in 10 CFR 61.55, "Waste
Classification," with the exception of transuranic (TRU) waste.

K. The TRU limit for subsurface disposal will be established.
L.

Environmental laboratory analytical capability and capacity will be a combination of
Federal and private laboratories.
Waste samples analyzed at these laboratories will not
trigger alternative placement.

M. Additional attention
regulatory barriers.

will be directed toward removing unnecessary

programmatic

N. Waste disposal capacity will be available when needed. Roadmap logic diagrams will
delineate what onsite and offsite waste disposal activities will be required ibr each type of
waste.
2.3.5 Technical Support
A. The long-term land disposal restriction (LDR) issue will be resolved when the case-bycase extension is approved by DOE-HQ (May 8, 1994).
B. DOE will provide direction on the movement of waste from one permitted
another.

facility to

C. Technical capability will be available for sampling and analysis of remote-handled
and contact-handled (eH) TRU waste.

(RH)

D. A national repository will be available for high-level waste (HLW), GTCC, and RH TRU
waste.
E. The best demonstrated
established.

available technology (BDAT) for LDR mixed wastes will be

F. Regional planning and resource processes will be driven by the roadmaps.

May 1993
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G. Technical capability will be available for sampling and analysis of RH and CH mixed
low-level waste (MLLW).
"
•

H. Appropriate technologies will be available to handle waste generated by environmental
restoration and waste management activities. Roadmaps will delineate technologies
required and date needed.
I.

Technologies

will be developed in the private sector wherever possible.

2.3.6 Teamwork
A. The INEL Management Board will provide overall direction and leadership to relative
environment, safety, and health (ES&H) issues that cross organizational boundaries.
B. DOE will adapt commercially available treatment
C. Roadmaps will be coordinated
Executive Branch Agencies.
D. RDD&E

processes.

with the affected DOE line organizations

concepts and existing waste streams will be integrated

and other

early.

E. Ali waste streams must be characterized.

Draft
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2.4 Waste Stream Specific Assumptions
The sections that follow outline the waste stream specific assumptions for the following
categories: low-level waste/mixed low-level waste, transuranic/transuranic
mixcd waste, industrial
and municipal waste, hazardous waste, spent fuel, high-level waste, special case/greater-than-class
waste, and land disposal restriction.

C

2.4.1 Low-Level Waste/Mixed Low-Level Waste Stream Planning Baseline
PL General
1.

Generated .LLW will meet the waste acceptance requirements for TSD facilities.
New MLLW will bc gcnerated and temporally stored as determincd by individual OU
RODs until final TSD capabilities bccome available.

2.

Ali waste will be characterized
destination.

3.

Ali LLW and MLLW generated
onsite.

4.

Regulatory and DOE permits and requirements
facility.

5.

WAC t'or TSD facilities are established.

6.

Only LLW and MLLW generated by DOE-lD activities or assigned to DOE-ID
jurisdiction will be treated, stored, or disposed of at the INEL.

and packaged at the point of origin and not at the

onsite will receive cradle-to-grave

management

will be observed for each TSD

B. Treatment
1.

Thc Idaho Chemical Processing Plant (ICPP) will continue treating liquid LLW and a
new capability will be provided to treat ali liquid LLW and MLLW that cannot be
treated at ICPP.

2.

The Waste Experimental Reduction Facility (WERF) will continue
additional trcatmcnt capability is available.

3.

No TRU LLW or RH LLW/MLLW will be processed at LLW/MLLW
facilities. However, TRU LLW with trace quantities of contamination
processed at these facilitics.

4.

LLW and MLLW trcatmcnt will meet disposal facility WAC.
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5.

Effluent discharges to the environment from LLW and MLLW treatment will be
below regulatory limits.

6.

TRU contaminated wastes not handled at LLW/MLLW facilities will remain in
storage until a TRU treatment capability is available.

7.

There is not an existing mission tbr the Mixed and Low-Level Waste Treatment
Facility. This facility will not be designed and built. This assumption is based on the
expected availability of commercial facilities to treat LLW and MLLW, on the
operation of WERF/WROC and on the small quantities of MLLW that are routinely
generated at the INEL.

8.

LLW treatment will be split between WERF and a commercial facility in 1995.
Treated LLW will be returned to the INEL for disposal.

9.

Regional MLLW treatment will be initiated at WERF in 1996.

10.

MLLW treatment will be split between WERF and WROC and a commercial facility.

C. Storage
1.

Liquid LLW and MLLW will be stored in permitted tanks or in proper storage
containers and locations belbre treatment.

2.

Environmental Restoration (ER) will include planning for storage capacity for LLW
and MLLW generated by ER activities.

D. Disposal

•

1.

The RWMC will continue to receive and dispose of CH and RH LLW until a new
disposal capability is available.

2.

LLW and MLLW disposal will not be engineered for retrieval.

3.

Special case and GTCC LLW will be placed in a disposal facility only by a specific
performance assessment approved by DOE-HQ.

4.

Disposal facility WAC will be tied to the disposal area radiological performance
assessment.

5.

The new disposal facility, at a location other than RWMC, will be designed and
permitted to receive treated listed MLLW.

•
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Generator
1.

The generator will characterize
generates waste.

waste streams before beginning a process that

2.

Temporary accumulation storage areas that meet RCRA requirements will be
available at the generator's facility for MLLW awaiting shipment to a storage or
treatment facility.

3.

Routine generation rates of LLW and MLLW at the INEL will not significantly
change from their projected values.

F. Transportation
1.

Approved transport plans and transport containers exist ."or shipments of LLW and
MLLW to TSD facilities.

2.

Transportation between facilities at the INEL and between the INEL and offsite
facilities will have the required capabilities and capacity to support planned activities.

G. Waste Minimization anti Recycling
1.

Waste minimization plans will be implemented.

2.

Recycling will be considered
disposal.

a viable and desirable alternative

to treatment

and

H. Characterization
1.

i

May i 993

Equipment

used to analyze waste samples can detect required levels and limits.
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2.4.2 Tranauranlc and Traneuranlc Mixed Waste Stream Plannlng Basellne
.

A. System Performance
1. Programmatic
a.

Operating facilities will t_laintaincompliance with applicable regulations and
DOE orders.

b.

The INEL will continue to receive offsite generated waste for storage [as long as
waste is in compliance with INEL TRU WAC, WIPP WAC, TRUPACT
authorized method for payload control (TRAMPAC), or RCRA] until WIPP
opens in FY 1999. Small waste generators may be able to ship low-volume nonWIPP certified waste to the INEL.

c.

RWMC will continue to accept onsite newly-generated and WMO-ER, and
D&D generated TRU waste that is in compliance with WAC. Because of the
low volume of this waste that is generated onsite, RWMC also will provide
nondestructive examination and analysis services at the Stored Waste
Experimental Pilot Plant (SWEPP) for final waste certification.

d.

The non-Rocky Flats Plant waste in Auxiliary Service Building (ASB)-2 may have
to be examined at SWEPP to support reconfiguration in new storage modules in
the FY 1994-96 timeframe. Examination is assumed necessary to comply with
regulator expectations for proper segregation of incompatibles in the waste
before storage.

e.

SWEPP will reexamine the current SWEPP-certified TRU population for
compliance with transportation criteria in the FY 1996-98 timeframe to support
WIPP opening in FY 1999.

f.

SWEPP will be operational in FY 1998 and beyond to support examination of
retrieved earth-covered Transuranic Storage Area (TSA) waste before storage in
new RCRA storage modules.

g.

The nccded SWEPP upgrades relative to box and bin overpacks and oversize
containers will be funded.

h.

WIPP will open for disposal operations in FY 1999 and will accept some portion
of the waste lhr disposal even though untreated.

i.

TSA earth-covered retrieval will begin in the FY 1996-98 timeframe.

•

•
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j.

Codification of DOE orders will not result in major impacts.

k.

RWMC Part B will be approved with out major modifications by the State of
Idaho.

I.

The State of Idaho will allow permitting of a TSA retrieval enclosure to include
earth-covered waste in FY 1995 (under interim status).

m. The WIPP Part B permit will be approved and the Waste Analysis Plan will
require sampling of only 1% of the stored TRU and reclassified TRU waste.
Additional sampling is not required beyond headspace gas sampling and analysis
of sludges and salts.
n.

Storage will be provided tbr ER-retrievcd TRU waste from Pit 9.

o.

Large volumes of ER-retrieved TRU waste storage is not currently planned
within TSA.

p.

The INEL will continue support to WIPP on the bin tests.

q.

WIPP alcove tests will not be performed.

2. General
The alpha-contaminated LLW is categorized as reclassified TRU and will be
addressed in the TRU roadmap rather than the LLW roadmap because of the specialized
treatment and processing needed before disposal.
3. Regulatory
1.

The Notice of Intent (NOI) tbr the ER&WM EIS contains language that allows for
continuance of interim environmental assessments (EAs) for planned facilities.

2.

The INEL ER & WM EIS will be completed in FY 1996.

3.

Other EISs (RFP, Complex 21, EM,,Programmatic EIS) will not impact planned
activities.

4.

EAs are approved by DOE-HQ as scheduled.

5.

The RWMC Part B permit will define 40 CFR part 264, "Standards for Owners and
Operators of Hazardous Waste Treatment, Storage, and Disposal Facilities,"
requirements and will be approved in the FY 1993-94 timeframe.
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6.

Additional newly-generated LDR waste (excluding WIPP test phase waste) will not
be accepted for storage unless disposal or treatment facilities exist.

7.

WIPP will receive a final "No Migration" petition determination (NMPD) that does
not require thermochemical treatment of waste before disposal.

8.

Regulatory variances or treatments will be developed for reclassified or uncertified
TRU waste.

9.

Proposed organic air emission regulations will not result in significant design changes
to the new RCRA storage modules.

10.

Funding will bc provided to implement new regulations and requirements.

11.

DOE will pursue regulatory relief for polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), volatilc
organic compounds, (VOCs), and LDR.

12.

Neither WIPP land withdrawal legislation nor NMPD will give EPA regulatory
authority over TRU waste.

B. Waste Generation and Receipt
1.

The generatc_r will certify newly-generated waste and will perform n_.cessary analyses
(RCRA, etc.) before the waste is accepted at RWMC for storage. Additional LDR
waste will not be accepted until treatment or disposal facilities exist.

2.

Buried TRU waste/tom Pit 9 will be remediated by a commercial firm. The sclcctcd
commercial firm is responsible for waste sampling, analysis, characterization, and
waste management of samples per RCRA guidelines.

3.

Ali waste generated from stored and buried waste retrieval _perations and Waste
Calcining Facility (WCF) activities will be managed at RWMC, and TRU mixcd wastc
will be stored within planned RCRA storage modules. Contaminated soil and asphalt
from TSA-R, earth-covered, and air-support building removal will be minimal.

-

•

C. Waste Characterization

Draft

1.

ANL-W Hot Fuci Examination Facility analytical capability will be used to support
WIPP bin loading operations and excess analytical capacity will be used h_r RH and
reclassified wastes through FY 1997, and as necessary beyond this time.

2.

WCF will provide waste characterization capability in FY 1998 and out-years.
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3.

Waste characterization requirements tbr TRU waste are limited to gas head-space
sampling and limited analysis of sludge and salts and are agreed to by the states of
New Mexico and Idaho along with the EPA. No heterogenous sampling will be
required.

4.

lt is assumed that the characterization of alpha-contaminated
(reclassified) LLW will
be handled the same as TRU waste before treatment and disposal.

5.

Sludge and salt analysis and characterization is performed at another DOE laboratory
and a transport system is available until WCF is operational in FY 1998.

6.

Analytical protocols being developed for sludge and salt analysis are accepted by
regulatory authority as equivalent to EPA procedure SW-846, "Test Methods for
Evaluating Solid Waste."

7.

Waste characterization
for stored waste is adequate for current operations and will bc
performed as necessary to meet WIPP Part B requirements for waste analysis.

8.

WCFwill support Environmental

Restoration

activities.

D. Waste Certification

E.

1.

Rocky Flats Plant certified waste and SWEPP certified waste will require
reexamination at SWEPP to meet transportation requirements for shipment to WIPP.

2.

Final waste form requirements

3.

Drum venting facility (DVF) may need to resume production venting operations
during the first quarter of FY 1995, after the Type-1 storage module is completed
support reconfiguration efforts.

for WIPP will be available in FY 1996.

to

Waste Retrieval
1.

The retrieval enclosure (RE) facility will be completed

2.

Reconfiguration of waste currently stored in ASB-2 will be completed
to allow RE construction.

3.

Reconfiguration of ASB-2 and certified and segregated waste to new buildings will bc
initiated in April 1994 with 50% done by January 1996, and the remaining waste
reconfigured by January 1, 1998, to comply with the April 1992 Consent Order and
Compliance Agreement.
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4.

'i_SA-Rretrieval will be initiated January 1998, and completed by October 1999.

5.

TSA earth-covered storage retrieval will proceed until ali waste is retrieved and
disposed of (approximately FY 2020) or WIPP closes.

6.

Test Reactor Area RH-TRU mixed waste will be moved to new RCRA compliant
Intermediate-Level Transuranic Storage Facility (ILTSF) vaults in FY 1994.

7.

RH-TRU ICPP filters will be moved to ICPP for processing at some future date.
Otherwise, new vaults may be required to be designed, constructed, and RCRA
permitted.

8.

TSA container integrity will not degrade significantly enough to require total
overpacking.

Waste Treatment
Transuranic
1.

Treatment capability will be providea for uncertified TRU waste. Final waste form
requirements will be available for WIPP in FY 1996.

2.

Current technology to support treatment needs can be adapted to an alphaprocessing environment.

3.

SWEPP and WCF will be operational to support Idaho Waste Processing Facility
(IWPY) waste characterization needs uatil disposal of ali waste at WIPP.

4_

Treatment of TRU waste will be initiated in FY 2007.

Low-Level
.

5.

Treatment capability will be provided for reclassified TRU mixed waste. Treated
waste will meet disposal facility criteria.

•

6.

Adequate waste characterization will be conducted to select the appropriate BDAT
for treatment.

7.

Treatment of reclassified TRU will be initiated at IWPF in FY 2004.

8.

Characterization to suppc:t Title-I design will be completed by the fourth quarter of
FY 1998.

_
=

_
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The RCRA permit for IWPF will be completed by FY 2000 to allow construction to
proceed.

Remote-Handled
10.

If necessary, ANL-W inserts and ICPP filters will be repackaged and treated
respectively, by the generator.

11.

Available characterization data are sufficient for waste certification without further
treatment.

G.

Waste Storage
1. Storage will be provided for ER-retrieved TRU waste from Pit 9.
2.

Storage capacity is not planned for large volumes of Environmental Restoration,
D&D, or large-volume newly-generated wastes.

3.

Retrieved earth-covered unvented drums will be vented and examined before
storage in the new RCRA Type-II earth-covered storage modules.

May 1993

4.

Storage configuration for permitted new RCRA storage modules will not change
from the April 199.2Consent Order and Compliance Agreement.

5.

NEPA, Preliminary Safety Analysis Report (PSAR), and Safety Analysis Report
(SAR) approvals and funding will be provided to allow construction and
continued operations of the first two new storage modules to be completed during
the second quarter of FY 1994.

6.

New storage buildings will be constructed as necessary to support retrieval
operations and interim storage for waste being shipped to WIPP.

7.

Sufficient storage facilities will be avzilable while the reclassified TRU wastc is
waiting for treatment or disposal.

8.

TSA-retrieval enclosure will be converted into RCRA storage in FY 2002 after
waste retrieval.

9.

There is no plaa for excess storage space in IWPF or WCF other than lag
storage, which is necessary to support treatment or characterization.
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H. Transportation

i.

J

•

Draft

1.

Waste shipments will be made in compliance with U.S. Department
Transportation
(DOT) regulations.

2.

RH TRU transportation
FY 1993.

3.

Limited "out of commerce" onsite shipments will be allowed.

4.

Boxed waste will be processed at IWPF to place waste in a configuration
compatible with transuranic package transporter (TRUPACT)-II
requirements.

5.

Special case lead-lined waste drums will be repackaged
TRU canisters for shipment to WIPP.

6.

Stored TRU waste not meeting TRUPACT-II
IWPF.

7.

Gas generation studies will be conducted
TRUPACT-II wattage restrictions.

requirements

of

will be finalized by the fourth quarter of

at IWPF into the RH

requirements

will be processed at

to develop data that may relax

Dtspo
1.

Reclassified TRU (<100 rICi/g) will be disposed of at the new MLLW disposal
facility or shippeti to the Nevada Test Site.

2.

WIPP will open the first quarter of FY 2008 to receive a portion of the stored
waste that is untreated.

3.

/'_ _lternative

4.

Final waste form requirements

5.

DOE-HQ
untreated

to WIPP will not be required.
will be available in FY 1996.

will evaluate modifying WIPP disposal requirements
stored reclassified TRU waste.
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2.4.3 Industrial and Municipal Waste Stream Planning Baseline
A.

The State of Idaho will adopt regulations as stringent as 40 CFR 258,
Subtitle D, "Criteria for Municipal Solid Waste Landfills."

B.

The current rate of municipal waste gbneration will not increase.

C.

The INEL recycling program will be given high priority by DOE-lD and will be
expanded to ali areas of the INEL.

D.

Due to favorable site characteristics, it is assumed that the State of Idaho will permit
The municipal
the
industrial landfill area or
is exempt
allow continued
from permitting
operation
under
without
40 CFR
a permit
258, Subtitle
under D.
Subtitle D without requiring that ali of the design criteria of 40 CFR 258 be met.

E.

The capacity of the Landfill Complex, both the industrial and municipal landfill areas,
will be sufficient to dispose of INEL waste for 30 years. If needed, alternatives for
ind_astrialand municipal waste disposal will be evaluated before closure of the Landfill
Complex.

F.

The Waste-to-Fuel Program is assumed to be feasible and cost-effective. The
equipment necessary to convert waste to fuel is assumed to come online in 1997.
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2.4.4 Hazardous Waste Stream Planning Baseline
.

Draft

A.

Commercial offsite treatment and disposal facilities, contracted to treat and dispose of
the INEL hazardous waste, will do so in accordance with laws and regulations for
hazardous waste.

B.

INEL-generated
hazardous waste volumes will nc,t increase appreciably because of
new projects coming online or other unforeseen reasons.

C.

Offsite treatment
INEL.

D.

A line item project is planned in FY 1997 for onsite hazardous waste treatment
capacity.

E.

There will always be a need for interim storage of hazardous waste.

F.

Current onsite treatment capability, storage capacity, and disposal, does not take into
account waste generated by ER and D&D projects.

G.

DOE-HQ and DOE-lD will provide direct funding tbr h_tzardous waste administration
and technical support. Ali other operating costs will be funded through a cost
recovery system (common support allocation).

H.

Hazardous waste does not have radiation added, in other words, it is not mixed waste.
A process to verify that radiation has not been added is identified and assumed to be
approved through the ongoing work on the Hazardous Waste Shipping Moratorium.

I.

Until the Hazardous Waste Shipping Moratorium process is approved,
materials used in a radiation area are suspect mixed waste.

and disposal is available for ali hazardous waste generated
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Spent Fuel Planning Baseline
A.

Critical Assumptions(have potentially major impacts)
1.

EPA will not assume responsibility for spent fuel owned by government agencies;
however, spent fuel has been classified as waste in 40 eFR 191.12B, "Definitions,"
and 40 eFR 261, "Identification and Listing of Hazardous Waste." Nevertheless,
spent fuel is considered a resource until it is in a configuration verified to be
acceptable at the National Repository and is waiting to be emplaced there, either
in interim storage or in monitored retrievable storage (MRS).

2.

An environmental assessment will be adequate for developing interim storage
capability at Tcst Area North (TAN). [Supports assumption variations B.7(a) and

(c).l
3.

The environmental documentation tbr the spent fuel storage facility at the Waste
Management (WM) Complex will be part of the Complex EIS.

4.

An EIS will be required ii"an interim MRS alternative is developed
such as the Special Fuels Dispositioning Facility (SFDF).

5.

INEL special fuels will have first priority tbr receipt if an INEL interim MRS
alternative is developed.

6.

Transportation
(rail and highway) requirements
and WM programmatic EISs.

7.

A custom-designed cask transporter will be used to move loaded casks from TAN
to the WM Complex spent fuel pad when the pad becomes available. The
transporter will meet existing storage cask requirements h)r limited, low-speed,
and onsite transit. [Supports assumption variations B.7(a) and (c).]

8.

Spent fuel will he in a configuration
shipment tct MRS.

acceptable

at the INEL,

will be included in the ICPP, ER,

tc) the National Repository

before

r

9.

10.
:

May 1993

With the exception of ANL-W and NRF, the spent fuel section of the INEL
WMO Roadmap Document (DOE-ID, 1992a) applies to ali INEL spent fuel.
The INEL will assist in writing the WAC for the government-owned
fuel section
of the National Repository. This includes fuel from NRC, Virginia Electric and
Power Company (VEPCO), and Three-Mile-Island (TMI) core debris as well as
other external sources.
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B. Programmatic Assumptions (guide overall logic/schedule development)
.

1.

Spent fuels at ANL-W (Argonne) and the Naval Reactors Facility (NRF)
(Westinghouse) will be maintained and disposed of as separate waste streams
involving reprocessing technologies at ICPP and ANL-W (for new fuel). Spent
fuel can directly affect facility capacities at the INEL.

2.

DOE-owned and managed spent fuel at the INEL will require interim storage
before implementation of a national policy for spent fucl disposition a national
repository, an offsite MRS facility, or processing. Final disposal of governmentowned miscellaneous spent fuels will not be made until after FY 2015.

3.

Spent Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) fuel will be processed or stored at ICPP for
the duration of ATR operations.

4.

The WMO roadmap (DOE-lD, 1992a) will include spent fuel from external
sources, currently operating reactors, and locations of planned future operation,
such as ATR and space reactor programs.

5.

Commercial compacts will have to develop transportation systems and provide
performance assessments that will support INEL acceptance of commercial fuel.

6.

The TAN
FY 2000.
FY 1999.
ICPP 666

7.

A spent fuel storage pad will bc located at the INEL (specific location to bc
determined) to receive and store casks until the national disposal scheme is ready
to receive the INEL's miscellaneous spent fuels.
a.

,

'

Draft

Hot
The
The
and

Shop and auxiliary facilities will be deactivated beginning in
ICPP 603 underwater fuel storage facility will be retired in
anticipated storage mode at ICPP will consist of wet storage at
a dry storage cask program.

Variation--assumed
primary logic: A spent fuel storage pad at the WM
Complex will not be available until well aftex FY 1994 (current projection
FY 2005), make it necessary to supply interim storage capability at TAN.

is

b.

Variation--possible
alternate pathway: The WM Complex spent fuel storage
pad can be located, designed, and built in the future for storage cask
placement outside of the TAN facilities.

c.

Variation--possible
alternate pathway: The spent t'ucl storage pad will remain
at TAN until final disposal of the fuel; the WM Complex will not include
spent fuel storage capabilities.
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Variation--possible alternate pathway: ICPP will acccpt ali fuel tbr the INEL
and process or treat and ship directly to the repository from their SFDF.
t

8.

The INEL spent fuel program will develop a shielded transfer system to move
spent fuel or containers from storage casks to shipping casks before removing the
fuel to its final disposal site such as a repository or offsite MRS. This equipment
will not be developed until final disposal requirements are established and
implementation is imminent.

9.

M-130 casks can be modified to supplement current onsite transportation needs.

10.

C.

DOE Order 5820.2A, "Radioactive Waste Management," will bc rewritten to
include regulations for both wet and dry storage of spent nuclear fuel at DOEowned facilities.

Process Assumptions (provide activity decision basis)
1. Special, low-cost, vented, concrete storage casks (the design was competed in
FY 1989) will be fabricated for storage of TMI fuel debris canisters (currently
stored at the TAN pool) until they are shipped as spent fuel directly to the
National Repository or processed at the ICPP Special Fuels Dispositioning
Facility (SFDF) and then shipped as HLW to the National Repository.

May 1_3

2.

Cask fabrication for TMI spent fuel will be conducted locally on a seasonal basis;
cask loading operations will be performed year-round.

3.

Commercially designed and built NRC-approved storage casks will be used for ali
othcr spent fuel, such as non-TMI.

4.

A certified transport cask will be required for onsite movement of PBF-generated
spent fuel to an onsite storage location.

5.

TMI core debris canisters will not be subjected to sorting, segregating, or
repackaging before they are loaded into casks for interim storage at the INEL.
However, these canisters will be sorted, segregated, and repackaged or processed
at the spent fuel WM Complex or the ICPP spent fuel disposal facility betbre
shipping to the National Repository.

6.

Ali cask fabrication may be moved to ICPP if deemed appropriate.

7.

Safety Analysis Reports for Packaging (SARPs) will be developed for existing and
proposed transfer casks that will allow multiple fuel type transportation.
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8.

Onsite rail upgrades will be made as required to make transport systems fully
operable.

9.

Equipment will be developed to verify that fuel scheduled lhr disposal in the
National Repository meets both government and commercial WAC.
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2.4.6 High-Level Waste Stream Planning Baseline
This section identifies site specific assumptions that will establish a l'ranle of refererce or
planning basis for subsequent analysis of high-level waste (HLW) at the Idaho Chemical Processing
Plant (ICPP). The assumptions do not include contingencies for uncertainties in the project's
technical, cost, or budget baselines.
High-lcvcl waste is defined by the Nuclear Waste Policy Act [section 2 (12)] as: "... (A) the
highly radioactive matcrial resulting from the reprocessing ot" spent nuclear fuel, including liquid
wastc produced directly in rcproccssing and any solid material derived from such liquid waste that
contains fission products in sufficient concentrations, and (B) other highly radioactive material that
the [Nuclcar Rcgulatory I Commission, consistent with existing law, determines by rule requires
permanent isolation."
DOE Ordcr 5820.2A, "Radioactive Waste Management," del'ines HLW as: "the highly
radioactive material that results from the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel, including liquid waste
produced directly in reprocessing and solid waste derived from the liquid that contains a
combination ot" transuranic waste and fission products in concentrations requiring permanent
isolaticm."
The f_ilowing is a brief dcscriptiCm of the status of HLW at the ICPP:
•

ICPP is in transition

•

Reprocessing activitics have gcncratcd HLLW since 1952. This waste is collected and
hcld in the tank farm until it is calcined.

•

About 3,5(X) m3 of calcine have been produced since 1962 and calcine operations
continuing.

•

Calcine is contained in t'ive Calcine Solids Storage Facilities (CSSFs) that are full.
Two additional CSSFs have been constructed. The sixth CSSF is in use and is

and has discontinued

its fuel reprocessing

operations.

are

currently used to receive calcine t'rom the New Waste Calcining Facility (NWCF).
•

HLW continues to receive radioactive and hazardous constituents
the 582().2A definition.

•

Fucl conditioning l_r storage and disposal may continue to generate high-level waste,
as well as the decontamination and dccommissioning of existing HLW processing
facilities.

May It_)3
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DOE-lD HLW Policy,Regulations,and Managcmcnt

.

1. Calcine and high-level liquid waste (HLLW) are treated as HLW in this
document.

•

2.

ICPP will continue to function as the INEL HLW treatment facility.

3.

Regulatory requirements as they currently exist will not change.

4.

The classification of highly radioactive sodium-bearing waste will determine how it
is categorized, such as, low-level, high-level, mixed, or transuranic,

5.

Funding and manpower will be sufficiently available to implement and comply
with DOE orders, Federal and State laws and regulations.

6.

Mixed waste will remain under RCRA regulation.

B.

Waste Minimization
1. HLW minimization plans will be developed consistent with HLW treatment
technologies to comply with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
33/50 Program.

C.

Characterization
1. Remote sampling and analysis methods are under development and will bc
approved by EPA Regional Administration to comply with regulatory
requirements for characterization and meet personnel radiological exposure
concerns.

D.

Reg.,arch and Technology Development

•

1. A calcine retrieval process will be successfully developed, constructed, and begin
operation to remove calcine from the CSSFs.

°

2.

Treatment consistent with best demonstrated available technology (BDAT) l'_,r
immobilizing mixed waste (HLLW, calcine) will be successfully verified and
appr(wed by the EPA.

3.

Technology will be improved to reduce future waste generation from
decontamination and decommissioning (D&D) efforts.
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4.

Pilot plant and waste operations processes and facility replacements, expansions,
or upgrades will be funded and constructed to meet regulatory requirements or
revised missions.

5.

Alternate HLW treatment technologies will be evaluated, that is, isotope removal,
hazardous components separations, freeze crystallization,ion exchange, crown
ether extraction, etc.

Proceu Implementation
1.

Calcination and CSSF storage will be acceptable to meet near-term regulatory
storage requirements tbr HLW by way of a no-migration petition or negotiated
compliance, while final treatment and disposal technologies arc being
implemented.

2.

The New Waste Calcining Facility (NWCF) will operate as required to treat ICPP
high-level and sodium-bearing mixed liquid wastes until an acceptable, alternate,
final technology is developed.

3.

CSSFs will continue to be used as the interim storage for current and future
inventories of ICPP calcine until a separation or immobilization process is
developed and brought on line.

4.

Waste management storage systems (that is, tank farm and CSSFs) at the ICPP
will opcratc as required to safely store mixed HLW generated from ICPP
operations.

5.

Treatment facilities meeting immobilized waste criteria or other EPA qualified
BDAT, will be constructed and operated at the ICPP.

Storage
1. Congress and DOE and its management and operations contractors will obtain
resolution for mixed HLW LDR storage prohibition issues with the State of Idaho
and the EPA.
t,
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2.

Liquid waste and heels stored in the existing tank farm will be removed to meet
consent order requirements with the State of Idaho and the tanks will be closed
under RCRA.

3.

Interim storage of immobilized HLW will be required before shipment to a final
disposal facility.
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4.

Interim liquid radioactive storage systems will be required until INEl., D&D and
remediation activities are completed (minimum ,:ff30 years).

5.

Spent fuels have not legally been determined to be HLW and, consequently, will
not be included in the HLW roadmap.

Dia_l
1. A repository will be available for the receipt of immobilizcd ICPP HLW to
comply with regulatory disposal requirements.
2.

H.

Repository waste acceptance criteria will be developed tc) allow for disposal of
immobilized ICPP HLW.

Transportation
1. Transportation plans and containers will be approved for shipments of
immobilized HLW to interim storage and a repository.
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2.4.7 Special Case and Greater-Than-Class C Waste Stream Planning Baseline
A.

The INEL will not generate any additional SCW or commercial GTCC waste.

B.

There will be a disposal option available for SCW and GTCC wastes. GTCC wastes
are wastes that contain radionuclides in concentrations greater than those shown for
Class-C waste in Tables 1 and 2 of 10 CFR 61.55, "Waste Classification." These
wastes are generally not acceptable for near-surface disposal. The term GTCC refers
to NRC-owned waste. DOE-owned waste comparable to GTCC is referred to as
Specific Performance Assessment Required (SPAR) waste. This is because DOE
Order 5820.2A, "Radioactive Waste Management" requires a specific performance
assessment through the NEPA process and the concurrence of DOE-HQ for disposal
of this waste.

C.

For planning purposes, it is assumed that ali SCW will be stored in one facility.
However, the evaluation and selection of the preferred storage alternative (one facility
versus several facilities) has not been completed.

D.

A disposal facility for SCW will not be available until 2015. Some SCW may be
disposed of at the INEL using enhanced disposal technologies such as engineered
barriers; however, some SCW may require some type of offsite disposal.

E.

A disposal and treatment facility for licensee-generated GTCC LLW will not be
available until at least 2010; shipment will begin in 2015. The GTCC LLW currently
stored at the INEL will not be transferred offsite before the availability of a disposal
facility. No new licensee-generated GTCC LLW will be accepted for storage at the
INEL.
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2.4.8 Land Disposal Restrlctlon Planning Baseline
.

A.

General Assumptiom
1. Current policies, laws, and regulations will be obeyed.

,t

2o Legal precedents will not drastically change current agreements.
3.

Negotiations between DOE, and other Federal and State age,_cies will continue in
good faith.

4.

The draft Resource, Conservation, and Recovery Act (RCRA) Part B permits will
be approved by the State of Idaho and EPA.

5. The Federal Facility Agreement and Consent Order (FFA/CO) is the controlling
document for remediation under CERCLA.
6.

DOE will accept and place spent nuclear fuel in monitored retrievable storage by
pry 1998.

7.

For life-cycle roadmap logic development, it is assumed that remediation waste
sampling, treatment, storage, and disposal technology capability and capacity will
be available to achieve the individual Operable Unit (OU) Record of Decision
(ROD) remedial action cleanups and meet INEL FFA/CO and the Federal
Facilities Compliance Act of 1992 (FFC) enforceable deadline schedules.

8.

The five-year planning process will include a description of activities and practices
that the Secretary of Energy is undertaking, or plans to undertake, to minimize
the generation of waste.

9.

The INEL will continue to manage wastes onsite, where generated, in accordance
with DOE Order 5820.2A, "Radioactive Waste Management", FFA/CO, FFC, and
applicable or relevant and appropriate requirements (ARARs).

10.

Specific sites will be designated as regional waste management or processing
centers.

11.

The Environmental Restoration and Waste Management Strategic Plans will be
the basis for the Site roadmaps.

12.

DOE must develop private sector and international participation in technology
development.

•

°
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13.

To comply with policies, laws, and regulations, the budget will be developed on a
phased-in funding profile based on compliance and will be accomplished at threeor five-year intervals.

14.

For life-cycle roadmap logic development, it is assumed that environmental
laboratory analytical capability for waste sample analysis will be available to
accomplish individual OU Safety Analysis Plan and meet INEL FFA/CO and FFC
enforceable deadline schedules.

15.

Environmental laboratory analytical capability and capacity will be a combination
of Federal and private laboratories. Waste samples analyzed at these laboratories
will not trigger alternative placement.

16.

DOE will provide direction on the movement of waste from one permitted facility
to another.

17.

Regional processes will be driven by the roadmaps.

18. The INEL Management Board will provide overall direction and leadership to
relative environment, safety, and health (ES&H) issues that cross organizational
boundaries.

B.

19

DOE will adapt commercially available treatment processes.

20.

Coordination will exist between ANL-W, the Department of Defense (DOD),
EM, Navel Reactor and Nuclear Engineering Programs, and DOE-HQ's division
of Environment, Safety and Health (ES&H).

DOE-HQ Assumptions
1. The Mitchell Bill (S-598) or other proposed legislation will not provide regulatory
relief for storage of LDR mixed wastes.

May 1993

2,

A national case-by-case (CBC) extension will be granted for Thirds waste.

3.

Funding tbr waste certification on pre-1993 existing waste will be split 70/30
between defense programs and ER&WM, and will be based on existing records.

4.

Certification of waste generated after validation of historical records before
FY 1992 will be charged to the generator.

5.

Funding for developing waste minimization strategies will be funded through the
appropriate Program Senior Official (PSO). Facility-specific waste minimization
2-34
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plans, and implementation of those plans, will be budgeted through the specific
programs.
i

6.

DOE and contractors will develop interstate or regional treatment, storage, and
disposal (TSD) systems for HLW, TRU waste, mixed waste, low-level waste
(LLW), and hazardous waste according to a National Compliance Plan.

7.

DOE continues to negotiate agreements between Federal agencies, the State of
Idaho, various Indian tribes, and the public.

8.

Ali commitments and currently signed agreements made to date will be tracked
and brought to closure.

9.

DOE-HQ will develop a process and administer payment of fines and penalties
resulting from State legal compliance actions.

"

10. The United States government will pay legal costs associated with the defense of
individuals before an indictment, within Department of Justice guidelines, when it
is in the best interest of the Unites States government.
11. DOE-EM Transportation Management Division (TMD) will provide packaging,
design, testing, and evaluation criteria and seek certification of MLLW
transportation packaging and storage.
C.

State and EPA Assumptions
1. The State of Idaho will maintain regulatory authority over mixed waste.
2. Ali permits for treating mixed waste will be granted by the State.
3. The State will accept and monitor the INEL schedule for treating mixed waste.

°

4. Other Federal agencies, State, State and Tribal Government Working Group
(STGWG), local governments, and the public will continue to provide input to be
included in INEL planning.
5. The FFA/CO and FFC and negotiated agreements and consent orders will not be
reinterpreted with a change in State administration.
6.

Ali shipments of DOE radioactive material covered under the Atomic Energy Act
(AEA) will be coordinated with the State of Idaho.

7. Ali commitments for the FFA/CO and FFC will continue to be met on schedule.
Draft
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8.

For environmental laws, State law will not be more restrictive than Federal law.

9.

The roadmaps will be made available to the State, EPA, and interested third
parties.

.

Mission Assumptions
1.

The missions of the ER&WM programs will remain unchanged from current
statements, for example, cradle-to-grave management of ali types of waste.

2.

The LDR Roadmap does not include continuity of operations.

Third Party Assumptions
1. Third party involvement will be ensured through the CERCLA, National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and FFC processes.

E

2.

Roadmaps will be made available to the public.

3.

The public participation plan for ER&WM is effective.

ER&WM Baseline Assumptions
1. Options tbr private sector participation will be considered for ali waste
management functions.
2.

G.

Environmental Monitoring Baseline will accommodate regulatory compliance,
resolution of backlog issues, and the Defense Waste Modernization Programs.
The ER&WM Five-Year and Research and Development Demonstration Testing
and Evaluation (RDDT&E) plans will be followed. The focus on RDDT&E will
be a basic DOE-HQ mission.

LDR Waste Stream Specific Assumptions
1. Incinerable mixed waste will be treated on the INEL. Treatment residues will be
solidified.

May 1993

2.

Adequate contractor laboratory facilities will be available to characterize mixed
waste.

3.

Lead management programs will be implemented on a priority basis.

4.

Non-incinerable mixed waste will be treated using best demonstrated technology.
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5.

Ali INEL spent fuel is subject to inconsistencies between the RCRA and the
AEA. The DOE will comply with AEA guidelines and regulations.

6.

Waste will continue to be generated as long as the Site is active, despite waste
minimization efforts or avoidance. Waste minimization efforts will only reduce
waste streams.

7.

Transportation accidents are based on the assumption of one trucking accident
per 150,000 miles traveled. Therefore, if a waste stream requires one truck to
travel 1500 miles, the probability of an accident is 0.01 (equivalent to a low
probability). In general, accidents were assumed to injure the truck drivers
(workers) or the public in approximately 50% of the accidents.

8.

For planning purposes an estimate of fines will be developed for ali mixed waste
streams combined.

9.

The Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company (WINCO) Calcine No-Migration
Petition will be approved.

I

•
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2.5 Environmental Restoration Planning Baseline
This section discusses the environmental restoration (ER) planning assumptions at the
INEL. These ER assumptions have been used to support other INEL roadmapping and planning
documents and to assist in program integration. The assumption statements are separated into the
following standardized categories:
•

Institutional

•

Regulatory compliance

•

Project management

•

Waste treatment, storage, and disposal

•

Other Site-specific assumptions.

A.

Institutional Assumptions

'

1. Changes to Federal and State environmental policies, statutes, codes, and orders,
and changes to the FFAJCO, including OU structure, will not significantly impact
the technical scope, cost, and schedule.
2.

The D&D Program does not fall under the FFA/CO.

3.

Cleanup of the Snake River Plain Aquifer at Test Area North (TAN) is only
required for trichloroethylene.

4.

Laboratory analytical capability and capacity for INEL environmental restoration
sample analysis will be available to meet the FFA/CO enforceable deadlines and
requirements for turnaround times.

5.

Changes in the mission of the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant (ICPP) will have
no significant impact.
I

B.

Regulatory Compliance Assumptions
1. Any exemptions from the land disposal restriction and treatment variances will be
addressed and negotiated under the FFA/CO in the Record of Decision (ROD).
2.

May 1993

Following remedial design/remedial action, post-closure monitoring or CERCLA
independent verification will bc conducted to ensure that remedial actions
continue to achieve risk-based cleanup levels. Recommendations for post-closure
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monitoring and independent verification will comply with the CERCLA guidance
handbook (EPA 1988).
d

3.

No Natural Resource Damage Assessments will be performed. Preassessment
screens will be incorporated into the CERCLA documents.

9

C.

Project Management
1. Public participation, as defined by the integrated NEPA/CERCLA process and
the INEL Community Relations Plan, will not adversely affect the compliance
with FFA/CO schedules.
2.

Environmental remediation of existing inactive sites at the INEL will meet the
scheduled DOE-HQ cleanup goal of 2019.

3.

The existing approach to NEPA/CERCLA integration will continue to satisfy thc
requirements of both acts.

4.

An INEL Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for environmental restoration,
decontamination and decommissioning, and waste managemcnt activities will bc
approved by the end of fiscal year (FY) 1996 using WM funding. This EIS will
not slow environmental restoration and decontamination and decommissioning
work, and will not conflict with decisions reached in NEPA or CERCLA
documents.

5.

Ali major environmental restoration sites have been identificd. Any new sites will
require only minimal sampling or consideration under the remcdial investigation
and feasibility study (RI/FS); therefore, contingency funding will be sufficient to
fund thcm.

6.

Remaining USTs will be removed as scheduled. Cleanup will be based on
CERCLA decisions or State of Idaho UST standards, whichever are morc
stringent.

7.

Existing pre-FFA/CO sampling data of sufficient quality to incorporate into the
environmental restoration risk assessments can be used to minimize the number ot"
additional samples required.

8.

Existing site-specific safety analysis reports (SARs) are sufficient for
decontamination and decommissioning characterization efforts.

•
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The State of Idaho and affected Indian tribes have a 30-day review and comment
period. Comments will not adversely affect the schedule ot"the DOE finding of
no significant impact.
Technical resources will be available to accomplish the INEL FFAJCO
enforceable deadlines.

Waste Treatment, Storage, and Disposal Assumptions
1. DOE will adapt commercially available treatment processes to DOE waste
materials using currently available technology and private sector capability.
technology will be incorporated when appropriate and available.

_

i llll

New

2.

Existing and planned INEL waste management facilities will bc used to treat and
dispose of environmental restoration wastes that meet those facilities' waste
acceptance criteria.

3.

ER will plan and pay for storage of waste, treatment of waste that cannot be
treated in existing or planned INEL waste treatment facilities, packaging and
transportation ot"waste to treatment and disposal facilities, waste certification and
inspection rcquirements specified in waste acceptance criteria, and offsite disposal
of wastes. Current INEL charging practices for waste treatment, storage,
packaging, transportation, and disposal will not change in the future.

4.

Storage of investigation-derived (sample) waste will comply with the policy
negotiated with the State of Idaho and EPA. CERCLA investigation-derived
waste stored onsite will not be subject to the storage prohibition under the land
disposal restriction. Final treatment and/or disposal of investigation-derived waste
will be addressed in the ROD for the appropriate OU comprehensive RI/FS for
that WAG or in other agreements negotiated with the State of Idaho or EFA.

5.

The State of Idaho will recognize the INEL as a corrective action management
unit under 40 CFR 260, "Hazardous Waste Management System: General," and
will receive EPA authorization to administer the requirements of the CFR under
the State's Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendment authority (passed
February 16, 1993).

6.

Ali closure requirements tbr the active cells of the Central Facilities landfill and
the contact- and remote-handled low-level waste disposal areas at RWMC are the
responsibility of WM. These operations will be closed in accordance with existing
DOE and RCRA requirements; no further CERCLA remcdiation will be
required, and potential releases will he assessed under the respcctive
comprehensive RI/FS.
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Other Site-Specific Assumptions
1. For life-cycle roadmap logic development, it is assumed the INEL risk assessments
conducted for remedial action decisions under the FFA/CO will use the standard
default exposure factors contained in Risk Assessment Guidance for Superfund
Human Health Manual, Supplement Guidance; Standard Default Exposure Factors
(EPA 1991).
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